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Product No.: 40012925
Rainbow MAXX Pro

IP68

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

COLOR MODES CONTROLS

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Dimensions 78in W x 2in D x 2in H

Voltage / Wattage 120-277V / 250W

Mounting Included

Optics Linear Optics

Certification UL Wet Location, IP68 

Warranty 3 Year Manufacturer Warranty

ACTION EFFECT

Single Short Press (1 Click) A single short press of the control button will cycle through the shows available in the 
current mode (animated or static color).

Single Long Press (2-3 Seconds) Change the mode of the fixture from Animated to Static Color or Static Color to Animated. 

Double Short Press (2 Clicks) Change the speed of the animation or flash a single color. There are 4 animation speeds 
and 3 flashing speeds available.

Power Off Behavior Programmed to start back up to the last show that was active. From the factory, the light is 
set by default to the rainbow show when it is initially powered on.

The Rainbow MAXX Pro is 3x brighter than the Rainbow 
MAXX making it the brightest light show in the industry. 
More color, more effects. Choose from over 20 built-in 
shows, control animations and effects with a single button. 

The control button has three functions that allows the user 
to change modes, cycle through various effects and adjust 
the speed of the effect. See the full list of effects and single 
color options on the next page. 

The new round design allows installers to use unistrut and 
the strut clamps for easy installation and aiming.

Made in the U.S.A.

Waterproof Quick Connect Cabling Round Design

New Low Profile Extruded Mounting Brackets make installation easier
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ANIMATED EFFECTS

SOLID COLORS

EFFECT EFFECTS

Rainbow Chase Continuous scrolling high contrast 7-color change

Smooth Rainbow Smooth linear rainbow transition around all colors

Jump Rotating solid 9-color change

Alternating Rainbow Chase Continuous scrolling high contrast 7-color change back and forth

Blue & Red Knight Rider Blue background with red dot scrolling back and forth

Orange & Indigo Knight Rider Orange background with indigo dot scrolling back and forth

Off & Aqua Knight Rider Off background with aqua dot scrolling back and forth

Green & Red Sparkle Green and red altering random sections

Blue & Yellow Sparkle Blue and yellow altering random sections

Blue & Red Sparkle Blue and red altering random sections

Smooth Fire A smooth transition between red, orange and yellow

Flicker Fire A randomized red, orange and yellow flickering on different sections

Green & Pink Cycling one half green and the other pink back and forth

Aqua & Pink Cycling one half aqua and the other pink back and forth

#1: Rainbow
#2: Blue
#3: Red
#4: Green
#5: Purple (Violet)
#6: Lime
#7: Orange
#8: Cyan
#9: Yellow
#10: Pink
#11: Aqua
#12: White

Choose from over 20 built-in shows


